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Battle For Middle Earth game is a fantasy strategy game developed by.Q: Twitter Search API -

Restrict to latest posts I am using the Search API: My problem is that it returns tweets from all time.
I'm looking for only the latest tweet. Any chance to have the limit to 1? A: According to the

documentation it seems that there are two ways to do this: First: Use the id parameter and set it to
the id of the tweet you want to get information of. example: However the id will just return the whole

tweet, so you have to know which part you want to get information of. Second: Use the max_id
parameter and set it to the id of the most recent tweet. example: You have to be sure that the id you
provide is the id of the most recent tweet, because the default max_id parameter of the API will try
to get information of all tweets in time. If you set this to a wrong id it will still get information of all

tweets in time and not just the latest. In the first way you
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